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Kudler Fine Foods (Kudler) is an upscale specialty food store with three locations in the 

San Diego Metropolitan area. Kudler provides customers with selected foodstuffs, wines, and 

related products that are acquired from across the globe. While it is important for businesses to 

be profitable, it is essential for businesses to have a disaster recovery plan and Kudler is no 

exception. The purpose of this paper is to provide a disaster-recovery and business-resumption 

plan for Kudler Fine Foods.  Learning Team A will provide plans that will restore the entire 

business’s operation while at the same time resuming business processes for each of Kudler’s 

components.    

The first step in developing a disaster recovery (D/R) plan is to identify risks. Risks to 

Kudler’s operations fall into three categories: natural, system /technical and supply systems.  

Assessing potential risks will enable Kudler to protect its business through risk mitigation. 

In the next phase, Kudler must identify and prioritize company assets and functions that 

are necessary for the business to continue operations following a disaster. For each asset and 

function, existing threats should be identified.  Avoidable risks should be eliminated and 

actions should be taken to minimize unavoidable risk. 

Kudler also must organize disaster-recovery planning teams and management teams.  

Clear outlines should be defined detailing the process of disaster assessment and the company’s 

plan of action following a disaster. Policies must be developed to address the following topics:  

personnel training, plan maintenance, plan testing and modification. 

Kudler is considering outsourcing as a way to focus on the company’s core business, 

which is marketing fine foods.  Some of the issues regarding the costs and benefits of 

outsourcing include personnel changes, data protection, and customer satisfaction. 

Regardless of size and cause of a disaster, the Information Technology (IT) department 
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will be intimately involved in the recovery process. IT department main goal in a disaster will be 

to reestablish the network as quickly as possible to minimize downtime and thus the potential 

loss of revenue. The IT department role in the disaster-recovery process will include managing 

the data, restoring access to all employees, and managing the hardware and software. 

Business Operation 

Kudler’s operations include purchasing, advertising, accounting, inventory management, 

forecasting, merchandise selection and pricing. Each store manager determines the requirements 

for items in his/her own store and proceeds to purchase orders directly from suppliers. 

Advertising in local newspapers is the responsibility of the business owner, Kathy Kudler. 

Accounting data is collected from the point-of-sale terminals which record items, quantities, 

prices, taxes and totals for all customer sales transactions. Inventory management falls on the 

shoulders of each department manager. The manager is responsible for maintaining enough 

inventories to achieve 95% product availability. Forecasting is a team effort by all department 

managers and the company owner which is primarily based on historical data. Kathy Kudler is 

responsible for merchandise selection and discusses the pricing with her staff.  

Risks and Impacts 

Risk management is the process of identifying threats that could impact a business, and 

managing those threats to avoid or limit downtime to a predetermined expectation (McNamara, 

2007). This type of planning is crucial for ensuring the continuity of any business. Problems can 

arise when an organization takes for granted that risk management is solely an IT concern. Such 

a threat can actually increase the potential for risk, rather than mitigate it. It is therefore 

imperative for IT management to communicate to the executive teams the importance of 

coordinated risk management. 
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The IT department must assess network vulnerabilities beyond hackers and viruses in 

order to determine the risks. A risk assessment is the initial step in a risk-management process. 

The goal in this step of the process is to determine a quantitative or qualitative value of risk as it 

relates to a pre-determined list of threats. 

Risk or threats to an organization, such as Kudler, can arise in many forms. Some of the  

Potential threats to Kudler are based on the company’s location: 

1. Natural – Fires, floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes. 

2. System/technical – Robbery, malicious code, worms, and hackers. 

3. Supply systems – Electrical-power problems, equipment outages, and utility problems. 

4. Human-made – Disgruntled employees, embezzlement, vandalism, theft, crime, and 

system corruption. Each of these threats can cause interruptions in service to employees 

and contractors. 

Impacts can be tangible or intangible involving loss of hardware, loss of services, property 

damage, loss of data, deterioration of customer and/or vendor relationships, and impact on the 

surrounding community (2004, Pisello). The tangible impacts are the physical assets while the 

intangible impacts include time to resume operations, contractual duties that cannot be fulfilled 

in a timely manner and consumer sales loss. Assessing potential risks will allow Kudler to 

protect the business by preparing for possible interruptions with these services. 

The impacts are quantified in terms of dollars from lost sales, property damage, and 

increased expenses. The largest impact on business continuity for Kudler would be the loss from 

lack of sales. The company’s net sales for 2003 were $10,796,200.00 which led to gross profits 

of $2,321,369 (refer to Appendix A). During a disaster event the lost sales incurred would be 

devastating. Property damage would include such expenses such as a new facility, systems 
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purchases and installations, and information technology equipment in the amount of 

fifty-thousand dollars to redeploy the business. Additional expenses would come from personnel 

hired to assist in the relocation and configurations required to resume the business. 

Assets and Functions 

The assets for Kudler consist of its selling products, company vehicles, IT equipment, 

baking equipment, and furniture (refer to Appendix B). Kudler Fine Food offers customers the 

best and finest foodstuffs selection from all over the world in a single location. Food product is 

the store most important asset. Customers come to Kudler Fine Food for its wide variety 

selection and freshness of the product it offered. As the food is shipped from all over the world, 

the transportation of these items is important to Kudler Fine Food. Kudler Fine Food requires 

using equipments such as truck, forklift and dolly to transport goods from one location to 

another. Other important tangible assets for Kudler Fine Food are the appliances such as 

refrigerator, freezer and food processing equipments. Kudler Fine Food requires these appliances 

and equipments to prepare and preserve the freshness food. These assets are the backbone of the 

business. The IT equipment will eventually be necessary, but most of the tasks can be performed 

with adding machines and hard-copy spreadsheets. Kudler Foods does not depend on its 

information technology as most businesses do. 

Threats and Risks 

Companies have the potential of facing risks in the normal course business. They may 

come face-to-face with environmental, natural, or human threats. The impacts may vary and can 

cause a variety of outcomes. 

Regardless of the causing event, any loss of facility, failure of computers, or 

unavailability of key personnel which causes significant business interruption is an emergency. 
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After execution of necessary emergency procedures, an assessment must be made to determine 

the extent of damage, loss, or unavailability. With a plan in place and contingencies established, 

decisions must also be made, based on the scope of the event, whether or not to utilize these 

back-up resources. The extent of the event must be determined so that Kudler’s reaction and 

deployment is appropriate. 

For a minor event where only a temporary resource loss occurs, lasting minutes to one 

business day, nothing will be relocated to external sites. An extended resource loss lasting more 

than one business day is when Kudler should temporarily relocate to a mobile location. A critical 

resource loss lasting several days or weeks when only one location is affected will temporarily 

relocate to an alternate physical location per the DR plan. 

In any organization, including Kudler Fine Foods, people are the most important asset 

that the organization owns. If a decision must be made regarding safety, life must always be 

protected before property or data. The Business Continuity Team should have multiple methods 

of coordinating and communicating with the necessary parties. This could be call-trees, pagers, 

email, or others forms of communication. 

Ms. Kudler should appoint a BCP designated official for Kudler Fine Foods to take her 

place if she is not available. Duties would include: 

o Activation and Relocation (0-12 Hours) 

o Each Kudler’s Fine Foods Element will notify the appropriate department 

personnel 

o Activate the recovery team to coordinate any relocation requirements; 

o Instruct all other emergency and non-emergency personnel on what they are to do 

o Within 12 hours, essential personnel and BCP team members will assemble and 
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be able to conduct essential business operations. 

o Activation and Relocation (12 Hours – termination of emergency) 

Another critical asset is the food product. Ensuring the safety of the food sold by the store is 

most important task for Kudler Fine food. Food safety will be one of biggest potential risk if 

management doesn’t pay close attention to the process. The food can easily be contaminated by 

improper storage and handling. When the customers are sick due to the food sold from any store, 

the consequence will be devastating. Kudler Fine Food may not only lose its customer and 

reputation but also face legal actions against the store. Appliance failures such as refrigerator, 

baking equipment and freezer as well as loss of power may cause another potential risks since all 

food will require the appliances and power to preserve their freshness. These equipments have 

direct impact to the operation of the store.  

The company data are stored in company database. The security of the system will be 

critical to company. Loss of such database means loss of all customers, vendor information, 

employees, and inventory data. Without these data, the company can not function at all. 

Transportation will be a major external risk. All the products of Kudler Fine food come 

from all over the world. A reliable transportation is essential to the shipment of these products. If 

the logistic of these products are not properly handled, the store can’t survive without its 

products. Any delay of shipment as well as equipment failures will cause an impact to store 

operation. 

Thief and Burglary are another potential external issue. Company loses its asset due to thief 

of the products or money or burglary. Loss of asset means increase the operating cost and 

decrease in profit. 
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All Kudler Fine Food stores locate in San Diego area. In recent years, wildfires, earthquakes 

have hit the area frequently and cause very serious damage. These natural disasters are 

unavoidable but Kudler Fine Food will require spending money to prevent damages cause by 

these disasters.  

Approaches to Eliminating Risks 

A Site Vulnerability Analysis considers problems relating to the location of the facility 

and discusses current protection methods such as camera systems, guards and access control 

systems. Physical security design and assessment considers mechanical, electronic and computer 

issues in addition to the building, agency, function or location-related threats and hazards. 

Hazards and threats may also be from a secondary source. Neighboring offices or facilities may 

house materials or perform operations that generate hazards or threats for Kudler’s operation. 

While Kudler does not have direct control over that type of hazard or threat, site vulnerability 

may be higher. 

The foundation for Kudler security relies on having good system- and user-security 

policies, and enforcing compliance by the work force. Kudler must provide security staff with 

appropriate security training which is essential to good physical security posture. Kudler should 

install video cameras, motion detectors, alarms, and monitoring systems to augment physical 

security measures to ensure that people both internal and external to the company do not steal or 

alter access controls to allow external access via the Internet. Proper computer usage training 

will assist in avoiding loading of malicious software, worms or viruses. Often times, education 

and training go a long way in preventing unnecessary a network breach. 

There will always be people who will be dishonest and try to take advantage of their 

privileged access. Security training will ensure that everyone is security conscience and will take 
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basic preventative steps such as challenging an unknown individual posing as an employee. This 

is essential to a good physical security posture for Kudler Fine Foods. Kudler security staff 

should take effective countermeasures such as ensuring adequate separation of duties and 

implementation of two-person controls. Data encryption, auditing/logging and the use of 

IPS/IDS’s are an important part of deterring insider attacks. Kudler’s security analyst or 

consultant must design appropriate security measures to protect the organization’s computer 

systems and networks from insider attacks. 

In addition to the security precautions, Kudler should take care to provide data protection 

to all business critical information and systems. This can be accomplished by a structured backup 

plan and offsite storage of these backups. Test restores should be attempted on a periodic basis to 

ensure the procedures are reliable in determining the current risk to Kudler Fine Foods, the most 

common threats should be assessed. As mentioned above, natural, system/technical, supply 

system, and human-made are the four areas of potential risk for Kudler. Being aware of the 

potential risks may not eliminate them, but it provides a company the opportunity to mitigate 

them. In Kudler’s case, it can mitigate natural risks by having the appropriate earthquake/flood 

insurance, fire protection systems, and ensure that their buildings meet local structural code. 

The appropriate Kudler Fine Foods site will track all personnel during the emergency. There 

are some threats to operations that may afford advance warning that will permit the orderly alert, 

notification, evacuation, and if necessary, relocation of employees. Situations that might provide 

such warning include severe weather or threat of a terrorist incident. 

Incidents may not be preceded by warning, such as earthquakes, arson, HAZMAT, or 

terrorist incidents, or may occur while the majority of on-site staff is not at work. If the 

emergency happens during non-duty hours, communication systems must be activated to reach 
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the majority of the employees so they will be able to undertake their BCP responsibilities 

Security Assessment 

To guarantee total customer satisfaction Kudler Fine Foods has to ensure its security 

measures have been addressed and documented in a plan. These security measures include 

property and assets, employees, suppliers, customers, network and data. The plan should also 

address disaster recovery and business resumption procedures.  

Property: 

• Are business addresses visible from the street or walking distance? 

• Are entrance and exit doors well lit, during hours of darkness? 

• Are parking lots well lighted and visible to passing motorist?  

• Is cash kept on the premises after business hours? 

• Has a store inventory been completed within the last year and kept on file in a safe place? 

• Are after hour emergency numbers accessible to employees? 

• Have fire and flood evacuation plan been established and posted for customers and 

employees to see? Are the plans reviewed annually and updated as changes occur? Are 

fire drills conducted annually?  

• Are smoked detectors installed and tested at least twice a year? Are fire extinguishers 

available, inspected monthly and visible for everyone to see and use should a fire occur? 

• Are delivery vehicles secured and keys locked away at the end of the night? 

• Have anti-robbery checklist been established, briefed and posted for employees? 

• Have employees been trained for a hostage situation? 

• Is enough security in-place to protect employees coming to work, during work and after 

closing hours? 
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Suppliers 

Aside from customers, suppliers are very important and their security should not be taken 

lightly. Employees should ensure suppliers spend as little time as possible at any of the stores. 

Deliveries should not be scheduled at night unless under special circumstances. Suppliers should 

not be left to wonder around the store without an escort, nor behind the counter near the register. 

Suppliers should always have a manifest listing all supplies being delivered. If the supplier does 

not have a manifest, then deliveries should not take place unless the store manager can verify the 

delivery with the supplier’s home office. All suppliers should be paid by check or electronic 

billing for their safety and store employees.  

Customers 

Customers are the reason the business is open so their security should be of the upmost. 

Employees should request ID anytime a credit or debit card is used to prevent fraud. In most 

instances all of the information created, stored or shared in files or across the network will be 

sensitive. However some information such as employee and customer’s personal information 

should have limited access. Since all stores have a server, the server should be located in a secure 

place and only access by key personnel.  

Before employees are assigned a user ID and temporary password, they should be educated on 

securing workstations and Kudler Fine Food’s network policy. If available, users should be 

requested to read and sign a Non Disclosure Agreement.   

The first line of defense against unauthorized access to the network is a user ID and 

password.  Anytime users logon to the network they should be required to enter a User ID and 

password. Also, if the user walks away from their workstation, they should lock the workstation. 
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The workstation should also be configured to lock after 2-3 minutes of inactivity to prevent 

unauthorized use.  

The network should be backed up on a daily basis. The backup information should be stored 

off-site to provide Kudler with a safe location away from the disaster. In the event of a disaster, 

the store manager should contact emergency services and evacuate the store if necessary. If time 

allow or possible they will contact Kudler‘s IT staff about the disaster. Once it’s safe to go back 

into the store, the manager should assess the damage of the store. If there is no power loss or 

network damage then the store should be able to resume business. If there is no power, then 

Kudler management can determine whether to resume business using manual sales procedures 

until power is restored. Once power is restored then the network should be checked to see if data 

is current and hasn’t been lost. If data has been lost it should be restored from previous day 

backup files by the IT staff.   

Outsourcing Assessment 

 Kudler Fine Foods needs to complete an outsourcing assessment to determine whether it 

would be beneficial for the company to outsource all or part of their information technology (IT) 

processes. Kudler needs to begin by determining the advantages and disadvantages associated 

with outsourcing. Then the company must assess the risks involved with either outsourcing IT or 

completing the processes in-house.  Finally, the various costs Kudler would incur from both of 

these strategies needs to be determined. 

 Many advantages and disadvantages exist with a possible outsourcing strategy. One 

advantage of outsourcing for Kudler is that it can save the company money if properly 

implemented.  Outsourcing could allow the company to take advantage of the economies of 

scale that are available to a third party company that specializes in information technology.  
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Kudler could avoid having to purchase IT equipment and possibly hire specialists to assist in 

undertaking the involved processes. The third party firm would already possess the employees 

and equipment required from their dealings with other clients. Another advantage of outsourcing 

is that it would help Kudler accommodate peaks and valleys in their business and their need for 

IT services. Next, outsourcing IT would permit the employees at Kudler Fine Foods to 

concentrate on their strengths, the marketing and selling of gourmet foods.  Additionally, other 

advantages Kudler could gain through outsourcing IT include “taking IT function to a higher 

level of competence than available in-house, facilitating best-of-breed implementation, and 

improved service levels to both customers and staff” (Aalders, 2002). 

On the other hand, the most pressing disadvantage of outsourcing are that it can lead to a 

lack of continuity and a lack of a vested interest. First, the third party firm that the information 

technology functions are outsourced to will not be as familiar with Kudler’s operations.  In fact, 

Dean Meyer states that “internal staff has a history with the firm that provides them with a better 

understanding if clients’ businesses, strategies, people, culture, and politics” (Meyer, 2005). An 

additional disadvantage is that the outsourcing companies do not have as much of a vested 

interest in Kudler’s success.  The third party company may sincerely desire to provide to best 

possible service, but if there is a conflict with another, possibly more lucrative client, then 

Kudler’s interests may not be best served.  Finally, Rob Aalders lists other problems related to 

outsourcing which include, “failure to take a strategic approach, lack of experience, absence of 

method, and ignoring interrelationships” (Aalders, 2002). 

   Next, Kudler needs to determine the risks involved is outsourcing IT functions. Four 

primary areas exist, “outsourcing strategy risks, outsourcing implementation risks, outsourcing 

selection risks, and outsourcing management risks” (Outsourced Logistics, 2008).  Strategy 
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risks that Kudler needs to consider include, not having clearly defined goals and objectives, an 

inadequate business case, and making decisions based on incomplete information. Next, 

implementation risks may consist of poor planning, unrealistic timelines, and not having a 

flexible enough relationship with the outsourcing partner. Also, Kudler may encounter selection 

risks such as not providing sufficient resources, not considering enough candidates, and poorly 

developed service specifications.  Finally, management risks may include, not considering the 

full impact of outsourcing, lack of internal communication, lack of a contingency plan, and 

expecting too much, too soon from the outsourcing partner. 

Role of Information Technology 

 Under ideal circumstances, IT does not dictate how the departments operate. However in 

the event of a disaster the IT department needs to take charge to quickly and efficiently restore 

business operations. Maximizing information technology is the primary goal for a successful 

recovery plan when forced to deal with a disaster. Organization is vital when needing to 

implement a DRP as chaos often becomes the successor or the two. Effective development of the 

DRP is only a small portion of the recovery process. Much of the factors are contributed by 

proper planning, implementation, training, testing and rehearsal, availability and actively 

updating the recovery plan.    

Using information technology to provide business continuity plays an integral part for all 

businesses including Kudler Fine Foods. The disaster recovery and resumption plan for 

businesses should be tailored to fit the organization’s needs, operations and services provided to 

consumers. This is effectively accomplished by understanding the role of information technology 

and being informed of the possible solutions it can offer.   
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Identifying the role means you are insuring continuous operation of the business by 

providing the ability to successfully recover computer services and information. The resumption 

plan for Kudler Fine Foods as related to IT should include but not limited to:  

• Create and develop an effective resumption plan 

• Identify team descriptions for each department 

• Define help desk team to serve as a focus for harmonious information 

• Maintain backup systems at alternate location for database management 

• Train all employees for disaster procedures and periodically test 

• Create a maintenance plan involving all branches and departments 

• Identify all applications, software, data, hardware and IT infrastructure used by Kudler 

 The key to recovering successfully from a disaster is to develop a plan, a set of simple and 

effective guidelines for all staff to follow. The plan should help minimize the potential for loss of 

data, facilities, records, and even human life. All three locations of Kudler Fine Foods should be 

responsible in enforcing and understanding the developed recovery plan.   

 Three plans will be developed for the level of disaster the business is facing. The first level 

will be only affecting one store. This will be a disaster that will be confined to one location such 

as a store fire or flood. Level two will include a disaster that effects all locations but does not 

involve the relocation of company assets. Level three effects all three locations as well but 

requires the transfer of company assets to a predefined ‘hot spot’ location. Having three plans for 

Kudler will help prepare the store for small and large disasters. The disaster team will consist of 

a core group of people across all departments. They will be designated to maintain any variables 

within their control that enables the business to continue operations. This group will be assigned 
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with the necessary information to cascade to all employees if the disaster requires the operation 

to continue at a temporary site.   

 Information for Kudler’s DRP will contain specific start up instructions for each application 

as well as information on processes that the business requires. Disasters often cause the business 

to function with fewer employees. Some might find themselves doing jobs they are unfamiliar 

with. The information on processes will be detailed enough so that someone who is not trained 

will be comfortable using this documentation to allow them to continue their work The DRP will 

include a contact list with information of internal and external emergency contact numbers as 

well as key vendors and shipping companies that have relationships with Kudler. 

 Lastly, practice identifies weakness so training will remain a critical avenue for Kudler.  

The goal of IT is to prepare staff to restore data and function within the business and this will 

only be effect with practice and continuous evaluation. It involves the assistance of both internal 

and external resources to recover from disastrous events. Proper documentation of procedures 

and processes will help assist Kudler to ensure business continuity when faced with a disaster.  
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